Mohs micrographic surgery for nail unit tumours: an update and a critical review of the literature.
Mohs micrographic surgery (MMS) is a good treatment option for epithelial neoplasms, especially when localized in areas where tissue conservation is crucial, such as the nail unit (NU). MMS is a method of radical excision offering high cure rates due to the margin control and functional preservation. Our aim is to provide a review on the use of MMS for the treatment of the most common nail tumours. We revised the current literature on the use of MMS to treat malignant neoplasms (Bowen's disease, squamous cell carcinoma, melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, keratoacanthoma, carcinoma cuniculatum) and benign neoplasms (onychomatricoma and glomus tumour). MMS represents a successful surgical option for nail tumours, firstly in terms of tissue conservation: the NU anatomy is complex and the preservation of the component structures is imperative for its functionality. Secondly, due to the surgical radicality, which is essential not only for the clearing of malignant tumours, but also for benign cases, in order to reduce recurrences. Although a conservative treatment of NU melanoma with MMS has been proposed, in our experience, the conservative approach with functional surgery is a good option for the treatment of non-invasive melanoma (in situ and Ia).